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The Board of Public Utility Commissioners of Alberta made an order in 1922 fixing rates
chargeable for gas proposed to be supplied in the city of Edmonton by the predecessor of the
appellant company. The Board fixed the rates on the basis of an allowance of 10% as a fair return
on the investment in the enterprise, and in determining the "rate base" (the amount to be considered
as invested in the enterprise) it included as a capital expenditure a sum which was the discount on
the sale of the company's bonds. The rates were to continue in force for three years from the date on
which gas was first supplied. In 1926 the appellant company applied for continuation of the rates.
On this application the city objected to such a high rate of return and to the inclusion in the rate base
of the item for bond discount. The Board continued said item in the rate base, but reduced the return
to 9% "in view of the elements which go to make up the rate base, and in view of the altered
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conditions of the money market." The parties appealed (by leave) to the Appellate Division, Alta.,
and then to this Court, the company against the reduction of the rate of return, and the city against
the inclusion of the bond discount item in the rate base. The company contended that no evidence
was adduced before the Board of "altered conditions of the money market," and that, without
hearing evidence upon the point and giving the company opportunity to establish that the conditions
of the money market had remained unaltered since 1922, the Board acted without jurisdiction in
making the reduction. Under s. 47 of The Public Utilities Act, 1923, Alta., c. 53, as amended 1927,
c. 39, an appeal lies from the Board upon a question "of jurisdiction" or "of law," upon leave
obtained.

Held 1. The company's last mentioned contention involved a "question of law," and therefore it had
a right to appeal.

2. The city's appeal failed; the question raised thereon was not one of jurisdiction or law.

3. The company's appeal failed. The Board had power to reduce the rate of return, notwithstanding
that at the hearing before it no witnesses testified as to altered conditions of the money market. The
company's contention that to alter the rate of return would be unfair to its shareholders who had
invested in the enterprise after the order fixing the rates in 1922, was not a matter open for
consideration upon the appeal, as it did not involve a question of jurisdiction or law.

Per Rinfret and Lamont JJ.: A consideration of ss. 21(4) (5), 25, 43, and 44 of the said Act, the
purposes of the Act, and the extent of the powers vested in the Board, leads to the conclusion that
the intention of the legislature was to leave it largely to the Board's discretion to say in what manner
it should obtain the information required for the proper exercise of its functions; it was not to be
bound by the technical rules of legal evidence, but was to be governed by such rules as, in its
discretion, it thought fit to adopt. An inference that it had not the proper evidence before it as to the
altered conditions of the money market could not be drawn from the fact that no oral testimony in
respect thereof was given at the hearing. The company had notice that a reduction was sought and
that the city was attacking the methods and principles adopted in fixing the rate of return informed
the company that it would have to establish to the Board's satisfaction every element and condition
necessary to justify a continuation of the 10% rate; and there was nothing in the record to justify the
conclusion that the company had not the opportunity of making proof at the hearing as to the
conditions of the money market.

Per Smith J.: The Board has power to reduce the rate of return without evidence; the question of a
fair rate of return is largely one of opinion, hardly capable of being reduced to certainty by
evidence, and appears to be one of the things entrusted by the statute to the judgment of the Board.

APPEALS by Northwestern Utilities, Limited, and the City of Edmonton, respectively, from the
dismissal by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta of their respective appeals
from the award of the Board of Public Utility Commissioners for the Province of Alberta fixing
rates to be paid by consumers of natural gas, for the supply of which within the city of Edmonton
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the said company, Northwestern Utilities, Limited, has a franchise.

The company applied to the Board for an order continuing the rates which had been fixed for a
certain period by an order of the Board made in 1922. The Board made an award fixing the rates,
from which each party appealed to the Appellate Division. Under s. 47 of The Public Utilities Act
of Alberta, 1923, c. 53, as amended 1927, c. 39, an appeal lies from the Board to the Appellate
Division "upon a question of jurisdiction or upon a question of law," if leave to appeal is obtained
as therein provided. Such leave to appeal was obtained, it being reserved to each party to move
before the Appellate Division to set aside the order granting leave to the other party, on the ground
that the matters as to which leave to appeal was given did not involve any question of law or
jurisdiction.

The company's objection to the Board's award was that it fixed the rates on the basis of an
allowance of only 9%, instead of 10% which was allowed under the order made in 1922, as the "rate
of return" on the investment in the enterprise. The Board in its award said:--

In view of the elements which go to make up the rate base, and in view of the altered conditions of
the money market, the Board believes it is justified in reducing the rate of return that the company
shall be allowed, to nine per cent., and the Board's estimates are on that basis.

The company contended that there was before the Board no evidence of any "altered conditions of
the money market," that the "elements which go to make up the rate base" were the same as in 1922,
and afforded no reason for changing the rate of return, that to reduce the rate of return would be
unfair to its shareholders, who had invested in the enterprise after the order fixing the rates in 1922,
that the money was invested and the plant constructed on the strength of the principles laid down in
1922 award, and that it was clearly understood that the principles then adopted would govern all
future revisions.

The city's objection to the award was that, in determining the "rate base" (the amount to be
considered as invested in the enterprise) it included (as it had done in the 1922 award) as a capital
expenditure a sum which was the discount on the sale of the company's bonds.

The Appellate Division dismissed both appeals (no written reasons being given). Subsequently it
made separate orders giving each party leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. On an
application by both parties in the Supreme Court of Canada, the appeals were consolidated.

By the judgment of this Court both appeals were dismissed with costs.

E. Lafleur K.C. and H.R. Milner K.C., for Northwestern Utilities, Limited.
O.M. Biggar K.C., for the City of Edmonton.

Solicitors for Northwestern Utilities, Limited: Milner, Carr, Dafoe & Poirier.
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Solicitor for the City of Edmonton: John C.F. Brown.

The judgment of Anglin C.J.C. and Mignault J., was delivered by

ANGLIN C.J.C.:-- While, with my brother Smith, I incline to the view that the appellant
company may have some reason to complain of unfairness in the judgment of the Board of Public
Utility Commissioners reducing the rate of return from 10% to 9%, I agree with the conclusion
reached by my brother Lamont and concurred in by my brother Smith that it is not open to us to
entertain the appeal of the company on that ground. It does not seem to raise either a question of
law or jurisdiction within the purview of the statute on which the right of appeal rests. I would
dismiss the appeal.

The judgment of Rinfret and Lamont JJ. was delivered by

LAMONT J.:-- These are separate but consolidated appeals by the Northwestern Utilities,
Limited (hereinafter called the Company) and the City of Edmonton, respectively, from the
dismissal by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta of their respective appeals
against the award made by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners on an application by the
company for an order fixing the price to be paid by the consumers of natural gas within the city.
subsequent to the dismissal of the appeals, the Appellate Division made separate orders giving each
party leave to appeal to this Court. By a further order the appeals were consolidated.

The company is the successor of the Northern Alberta Natural Gas Development company,
which held a franchise from the city for the supply of natural gas to the inhabitants thereof.

Disputes having arisen between the Development Company and the city, and an action having
been commenced, the parties, on August 28, 1922, agreed to a settlement of their difficulties. One
of the terms of the settlement was that the prices or rates to be paid by the inhabitants of the city
should be fixed by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners. An application was accordingly
made to the Board, the parties were heard, and, on November 27, 1922, an order was made fixing
the rates to be paid. These rates were to continue in force for three years from the date on which gas
was first supplied to consumers.

In order to fix just and reasonable rates, which it was the duty of the Board to fix, the Board
had to consider certain elements which must always be taken into account in fixing a rate which is
far and reasonable to the consumer and to the company. One of these is the rate base, by which is
meant the amount which the Board considers the owner of the utility has invested in the enterprise
and on which he is entitled to a fair return. Another is the percentage to be allowed as a fair return.
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In the award of 1922, which came into operation in the fall of 1923, the Board included in the
rate base as a capital expenditure the sum of $283,900 (10% of the cost of plant) as, "an allowance
for the promotion and financing" of the company, and the sum of $650,000 which was the discount
on the sale of the Development Company's bonds. It also determined that 10% was a fair return on
the investment. The rates thus fixed by the Board, with certain alterations made with the consent of
all parties, continued in force for three years. In October, 1926, the appellant company, which had
succeeded to the rights of the Development Company, applied to the Board for an order continuing
the rates for such period as the Board might see fit. In its reply to the application the city submitted
(par. 23) that the order of November, 1922, should in certain respects be disregarded. One of these
was the following:--

(e) Rate of Return. It is submitted that the methods and principles adopted
in the fixing of the rate of return are erroneous and that the rate of return allowed
is too high.

The city also protested against including in the rate base the item for the promotion and
financing of the company and the item for bond discount.

In its answer to the city's reply the company alleged (par. 10) that at the hearing in 1922 the
city was fully and adequately represented, that it had submitted evidence, that upon the award being
delivered it raised no objection to any part thereof, and, therefore, was now estopped from
contending that the principles then laid down were wrong in principle or in fact.

In its award the Board continued both the above mentioned sums in the rate base, but reduced
the rate of return to the company from 10% to 9%. The reason assigned by the Board for this
reduction is as follows:--

In view of the elements which go to make up the rate base, and in view of
the altered conditions of the money market, the Board believes it is justified in
reducing the rate of return that the Company shall be allowed, to nine per cent.,
and the Board's estimates are on that basis.

From the award the parties appealed, first to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of
Alberta, and now to this Court. The company appealed against the reduction of the rate of return on
its capital expenditure to 9%. Referring to the reasons given by the Board for making the reduction
the company in its factum says:--

1. The city adduced no evidence as to "altered conditions of the money
market" and

2. "The elements which go to make up the rate base" in 1927 are the same
as in 1922.
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The city appealed against the inclusion in the rate base of the item of the bond discount above
mentioned.

The Public Utilities Act allows an appeal from the Board only upon a question of jurisdiction,
or upon a question of law, and even then only when leave to appeal has first been obtained from a
judge of the Appellate Division.

As against the company's appeal the city raises the preliminary objection that no question
either of jurisdiction or law is involved therein. In my opinion the objection cannot be sustained.
The substance of the company's appeal is that the Board in making a reduction in the rate of return
did so for two reasons, one of which was the "altered conditions of the money market," and that of
this no evidence was adduced before the Board. The company contends that, without hearing
evidence upon the point, and without giving it an opportunity to establish that the conditions of the
money market had remained unaltered since 1922, the Board was without jurisdiction to make the
reduction. This contention was not stated in this form in the order granting leave to appeal to the
Appellate Division, but the fixing of the rate of return at 9% only, was there set out as an error of
the Board in respect of which leave to appeal was granted.

Whether or not the Board can properly base an order (in part at least) on the existence of a
state of fact of which no evidence was adduced before it at the hearing and as to which the party
affected has not had any opportunity of being heard is, in my opinion, a question of law which
depends for its answer upon the construction to be placed upon the Public Utilities Act.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the company had a right to appeal.

The question involved in this appeal is: Had the Board jurisdiction to find as a fact how the
conditions of the money market had altered between November, 1922, and July, 1927, without any
witness testifying at the hearing than an alteration had taken place.

As the Board was determining what would be a fair return on the capital invested by the
company in the enterprise, and as it reduced the return from 10% to 9%, it can, I think, be taken that
by "the altered conditions of the money market" the Board meant that the returns for money
invested had decreased during the period in question. In other words, that the rate of interest
obtainable for moneys furnished for investment was, generally speaking, lower by a certain
percentage in 1927 than it was in 1922. That, in my opinion, is all that is involved in the finding.

The duty of the Board was to fix fair and reasonable rates; rates which, under the
circumstances, would be fair to the consumer on the one hand, and which, on the other hand, would
secure to the company a fair return for the capital invested. By a fair return is meant that the
company will be allowed as large a return on the capital invested in its enterprise (which will be net
to the company) as it would receive if it were investing the same amount in other securities
possessing an attractiveness, stability and certainty equal to that of the company's enterprise. In
fixing this net return the Board should take into consideration the rate of interest which the
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company is obliged to pay upon its bonds as a result of having to sell them at a time when the rate
of interest payable thereon exceeded that payable on bonds issued at the time of the hearing. To
properly fix a fair return the Board must necessarily be informed of the rate of return which money
would yield in other fields of investments. Having gone into the matter fully in 1922, and having
fixed 10% as a fair return under the conditions then existing, all the Board needed to know, in order
to fix a proper return in 1927, was whether or not the conditions of the money market had altered,
and, if so, in what direction, and to what extent.

For the city it was argued that, as one of the statutory powers of the Board was to deal with
the financial affairs of local authorities (s. 20(d)), and as this included the power to authorize the
issue of new debentures by these authorities and to determine the rate of interest to be paid thereon
and also the power to order a variation of the rate of interest payable upon any debt of the local
authority (s. 103), the Board must necessarily be familiar with the rate of interest prevailing from
time to time and therefore did not require to have witnesses called to furnish it with information
which in the regular performance of its duty it was obliged to possess. In view of the powers and
duties of the Board under the Act there is, in my opinion, considerable to be said for the city's
contention. It is not necessary, however, to determine this question, for in the statute itself I find
sufficient to justify the conclusion that the intention of the Legislature was to leave it largely to the
discretion of the Board to say in what manner it should obtain the information required for the
proper exercise of its functions.

The material provisions of the Act on this point are as follows:--

21. (4) The Board may in its discretion accept and act upon evidence by
affidavit or written affirmation or by the report of any officer or engineer
appointed by it or obtained in such other manner as it may decide.

(5) All hearings and investigations before the Board shall be governed by
rules adopted by the Board, and in the conduct thereof the Board shall not be
bound by the technical rules of legal evidence.

Section 25 provides that upon a complaint being made to the Board that any proprietor of a
public utility has unlawfully done or unlawfully failed to do something relating to a matter over
which the Board has jurisdiction, the Board shall "after hearing such evidence as it may think fit to
require" make such order as it thinks fit under the circumstances. Section 43 provides that the Board
may "appoint or direct any person to make an inquiry and report upon any application ... before the
Board." And by section 44 the Board may "review, rescind, change, alter or vary any decision or
order made by it." A perusal of these statutory provisions and a consideration of the purposes of the
Act and the extent of the powers vested in the Board leads me to the conclusion that the Legislature
intended to create a Board which in the exercise of its functions should not be bound by the
technical rules of legal evidence but which would be governed by such rules as, in its discretion, it
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thought fit to adopt (s. 21(5)). We have not been made acquainted with the rules, if any, adopted by
the Board to govern its investigations. Nor do we know what information it possessed as to the
altered conditions of the money market; but, as it had authority to act on evidence "obtained in such
manner as it may decide" (s. 21(4)), an inference that it had not the proper evidence before it cannot
be drawn from the fact that no oral testimony in respect thereof was given at the hearing. If, in this
case, the Board had asked its secretary to inquire from the various financial institutions in
Edmonton if there had been any alteration in the conditions of the money market between 1922 and
1927, and the secretary had reported that there had been a certain decrease in the returns from
invested capital, would it have been necessary to call witnesses to verify the report? In my opinion
it would not. Nor would it have been necessary to afford to either party an opportunity to controvert
before the Board the information so obtained. Then would it have been necessary to mention in the
award that the fact that such altered conditions had been established to the satisfaction of the Board
by a report of its secretary? I can find nothing in the Act requiring mention to be made of the
evidence or of the manner of obtaining it.

Reference was made to s. 86, which provides that no order involving any outlay, loss or
depreciation to the proprietor of any public utility or to any municipality or person shall be made
without due notice and full opportunity to all parties concerned to make proof to be heard at a
public sitting of the Board, except in the case of urgency. A reduction in the rate of return to the
company would, in my opinion, come within this section. The Board was, therefore, without
jurisdiction to make the reduction unless the company had notice that a reduction was sought and
had an opportunity of proving that under the circumstances existing at the time of the hearing the
existing rate of return was fair and reasonable. That the company had notice that the city was
demanding a reduction is beyond question (par. 23(e)). It had more. It had notice that the city was
attacking the methods and principles adopted in fixing the rate of return in 1922. This, in my
opinion, put the whole question of a fair return at large and informed the company that it would
have to establish to the Board every element and condition necessary to justify a continuation of the
10% rate. The company does not say that it was refused an opportunity of putting in evidence as to
the conditions of the money market. Nowhere does it deny that it could have put in evidence had it
so desired. What it does say is that the city did not adduce evidence on the point and that no
witnesses were called to testify before the Board in regard thereto. There is nothing before us to
justify an inference that the company was not at liberty to call witnesses as to the conditions of the
money market had it so desired. Moreover, in the order which the company obtained giving it leave
to appeal it did not even suggest that it had no opportunity of submitting evidence as to the existing
market conditions. The ground upon which the company relied to meet the city's demand for a
reduction, as set out in the answer which it filed, was that as the city had accepted the award when it
was delivered and had raised no objection thereto, it was now precluded from seeking to set aside
the principles upon which the rate of return was based. In its factum it went further and contended
that, even if there was no estoppel, the principles then adopted should now be adhered to because it
was on the strength of their having been adopted that the shareholders of the company invested their
money in the enterprise. This involves neither a question of jurisdiction nor of law. In the second
place, it is the duty of the Board to fix rates which, in its opinion, will be fair and reasonable at the
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time the order is made and for the period for which they are fixed. If any wrong principle or
erroneous view has been adopted it is the duty of the Board at the next revision to correct the error.
The argument that it would be unfair to the shareholders now to alter the rate of return is not a
matter open for consideration on appeal. Moreover, when these shareholders invested their money
they knew that the rates fixed were to be in force for three years only and that it would be the duty
of the Board on the next revision to fix rates which at that time would be fair and reasonable under
the circumstances then existing.

Our attention was also called to s. 4(1a) as indicating an intention that evidence must be taken
on all material points. That subsection reads as follows:--

(1a) On the hearing of any appeal referred to in subsection 1 of this section
no evidence other than the evidence which was submitted to the Board upon the
making of the order appealed from shall be admitted, and the Court shall proceed
either to confirm or vacate the order appealed from, and in the latter event refer
the matter back to the Board for further consideration and redetermination.

In my opinion this subsection means no more than that no new evidence is to be admitted on
appeal.

The appeal of the company should therefore be dismissed with costs.

The appeal of the city should likewise be dismissed with costs. The items which should be
included in the rate base cannot, in my opinion, be considered a question of jurisdiction or of law.

SMITH J.:-- The City of Edmonton had made an agreement with the Northern Alberta
Natural Gas Development Company, by which the company obtained a franchise to supply natural
gas to the city, and agreed to construct the necessary works. The company failed to construct the
works, and the city sued for damages for breach of contract. The actions were settled by an
agreement dated 22nd August, 1922 under which the determination of the rates to be charged by the
company for gas was referred to the Board of Public Utility Commissioners, and the company was,
within six months after the fixing of the rates, to deposit $50,000 with the city, which was to be
forfeited to the city as liquidated damages in case the company did not complete the construction of
the works as agreed.

A rate hearing was held by the Board after this settlement, at which the company and the city
was represented, and the Board made an award, setting out a rate basis and fixing prices for gas on
this basis.

The difficulty about proceeding with the works had been the procuring of capital on the basis
of prices provided in the original agreement and amendments made. The whole object of fixing a
rate base and prices in advance of construction was to facilitate financing by the company. It would
necessarily be on the basis of the award that investors would buy bonds and stock of the company.
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The company had the option of proceeding with the works or abandoning them and forfeiting the
$50,000, after seeing the award. In July following the making of the award, the company assigned
its franchise and property to the appellant, the Northwestern Utilities, Limited, which, by sale of its
bonds and stock, raised the necessary capital, constructed the works, and put them in operation. The
rate to be charged for gas was fixed by the award for three years, and at the end of this period the
company applied to the Board for continuation of the rates fixed by the award. The rate base fixed
by the Board in the award of 1922 contained many items, such as total investment, operating cost,
depletion reserve, reserve for repayment of cost of plant, total necessary revenue, amounts of gas to
be sold, and the rate of return on capital to be allowed. It is evident that, with the exception of the
last of these items, the amounts fixed must have been estimates, liable to be varied by actual results.

The rate of return to be allowed on capital was fixed in the award at 10% not based on the
ordinary rate of money on the market at the time or on an estimated future rate, but on consideration
of the rate that would induce investors to risk their capital in an extremely hazardous and doubtful
venture. At the hearing before the Board in 1922, the company had asked a 12% rate of return on
capital, and the city had conceded 10%, which the Board fixed, though it stated that under the
circumstances a return of more than 10% would not seem to be unjust. The reason set out for not
fixing this higher rate was that it might so restrict the market that the higher rate would not
compensate for the restriction of the market, and would therefore not be to the advantage of the
company. It is, however, stated that in case of future revision, it may be found desirable, under
certain circumstances, to increase this rate.

On the revision at the end of three years, this rate was not increased, but was reduced from
10% to 9%, at the instance of the city, and this reduction constitutes the ground of appeal.

In the reasons given by the Board in fixing the new rates, it is pointed out that, where rates
have been fixed in advance of construction and financing, the Board is not precluded from
subsequently making changes that may appear from subsequent reconsideration to be necessary, and
it is then stated that

those investing in such a case must depend on the fairness of the Board in seeing
that the Company is allowed a fair and reasonable return upon its investment, but
the Board may, and indeed it should, take into consideration the circumstances
under which such investment was made.

In discussing these circumstances in reference to a request by the city for elimination from the
rate base of the 1922 award of the item for bond discount the Board says:

There is, moreover, an additional factor to be considered in the present
case and that is, that in 1922 the inclusion of the allowance for bond discount
was practically agreed to by the city in its case and the item was not questioned
by the city until at the recent hearing. It is only fair to assume that the fact of the
inclusion of the bond discount in the rate base formed part of the inducement for
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the making of the investment. Under the circumstances, therefore, the Board does
not feel justified in adopting the City's contention in this regard.

This lays down a principle with which one heartily agrees, and which applies exactly to the city's
application for reduction of the rate of return on capital fixed in the award of 1922 at 10%. The
Board fixed this rate with the assent of the city, and this rate, coupled with the suggestion by the
Board that it might be increased, "formed part of the inducement for the making of the investment."

The altered condition of the money market, given as a reason for the reduction of the rate to
9%, seems to me to have no bearing on the matter. The representation to the investor in 1922 was,
for the risk you take in placing your capital in a hazardous undertaking, you will be allowed as a
basis in fixing rates to be charged for gas a return of 10%. What the regular money market might be
three years later could have nothing to do with the decision to invest. The whole question was,
viewing the risk, and the chances, as matters then stood, was the chance of 10% on the money worth
the risk of a bad investment, with the possibility of the loss of all or part of the capital?

The Board then, in my opinion, laid down a proper principle, and applied it in other instances,
but failed to apply it to its item, as to which I think it was particularly applicable. The question is,
can this Court set aside the finding of the Board as to this item on the appeal? I agree with my
brother Lamont that, whether or not under the Act the Board was entitled to reduce the rate to 9%
without evidence, because of a change in money market conditions, is a question of law, and that
there is therefore a right of appeal, and it is with some regret that I feel bound to agree with him that
the Board had jurisdiction to make the change in rate without evidence, and without giving the
company an opportunity to offer evidence. The question of a fair rate of return on a risky
investment is largely a matter of opinion, and is hardly capable of being reduced to certainty by
evidence, and appears to be one of the things entrusted by the statute to the judgment of the Board.

I am not entirely in accord with the observations of my brother Lamont in reference to the
sending out of someone to gather evidence of the state of the money market and acting on that
party's report without the knowledge of the company. The objection in such a case would not be the
failure to set out in the award the fact of such evidence and its nature, but the failure to disclose it to
the company with an opportunity to answer it. If it were a case where, evidence being necessary, it
had been taken in the manner suggested, or otherwise, and a finding based on it without disclosure
of it to the company and an opportunity to answer it, I would regard such a proceeding as contrary
to elementary principles of justice, and as affording, under the statute, a ground for setting the
award as to this item aside and referring it back for reconsideration. It does not, however, appear
that any evidence was taken, and as stated, I have concluded that there was power to make the
change without evidence.

I therefore concur with my brother Lamont in the disposal of this appeal.

Appeals dismissed with costs.
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